REMEMINDER
Navigate is term based, therefore, any transfer work including AP/IB credit, major changes, will not appear in Navigate until the term has changed in Banner.

SUMMER ADVISING CONSTRAINTS
All summer service constraint changes that were requested for the summer will be changed back beginning the week of August 1, 2022.

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT
Haley Tucker, academic advisor in the School of Neuroscience, has the most usage of the list and search feature within the Navigate platform for the month of June 2022!

EAB INSIGHT
Missed Connections: Recommendations to improve the success of early alerts through equity-based communications
How to improve use of early alerts and increase response rate when working with students of color and other marginalized student populations. Don’t forget you can access this and other articles and resources by registering at EAB.com and using your VT email address.

NEW TAG
AFD 202209 has been added to the tags list and will be updated again in fall.

APPOINTMENT SUMMARIES
Beginning in the fall, there will be an option to select topics discussed in the advising appointment which will be beneficial when it comes to the Advising Assessment Leadership Group to collect data. More information to come.